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· Makes You Cry 
by Ian Hunter 
• NO SUMMER SCHOOL 
• WINSLOW CAMPUS 
CLOSED and an 
• END OF BASIC ADULT 
EDUCATION is the "onion 
scenario" presented to Dou-
glas College's Board of Dir-
ectors by the college admin-
istration to meet a possible 
$2.4 million cut in next 
year's budget. 
The government had earl-
ier requested that the col-
leges pTovide information on 
what the college would do if 
it received the same amount. 
of money this year as last 
year, listing, in order of 
priority, what courses would 
be dropped. 
Bill Day said the onion 
scenario is ''peeling off one 
layer at a time, leaving the 
Kevin Hallgate,DCSS President, contemplateing cutbacks. core' •. The deeper the bud-
F=========:::::::==:::=::=::=:::::::~=::====~:;;::=::;:;::::=============:t get cuts go the smaller the 
BURNABY (CUP) The Sim-
on Fraser University senate 
moved to restrict enrollment 
in two departments by in-
creasing entrance require-
ments at a meeting Oct. 5. 
80 per cent of the university 
transfer students at Douglas 
College will be going to 
SFU. 
The senate approved a 
tn:rnT>n.,al from business and 
computing science faculty 
members which will let the 
faculty set entrance require-
ments as high as necessary 
to cut expanding enrollment 
in the two departments. 
"I don't like the restic-
tions, but it's the only thing 
they could do,'' said student 
senator Al Wotherspoon. 
Wotherspoon, a comput-
ing student who voted for 
the restrictions said busin-
ess faculty members want to 
cut the number of third and 
fourth year students to 
1,250 from the current 
1,700. 
Student senator Jim Cra-
ley said the faculty's propo-
were "piecemeal" and 
badly handled. ''There was 
no time to think and discuss 
the proposals.'' he charJZed. 
The proposals are senates 
adjustment for lack of fund-
ing he added. ''The univer-
sity should take a stronger 
stand with the universitie ' s 
council (of BC)," he said. 
The new busin'ess and 
computing standards requ-
ire a 2.6 grade point aver-
age, equivalent to passing 
grade. 
Protest cutbacks 
by Ian Hunter 
The Douglas· Colege Stu-
dent Society will be actively 
campaigning against cut-
backs. Kevin Hallgate DCSS 
president said at the Oct. 22 
Multi Campus Council mee-
ting, "Our primary purpose 
is to make sure education 
gets top dollar.'' 
''There will be a point 
where the campaign will be 
everything,'' he said. ''The 
campaign will affect studies, 
relations with the (College) 
Board and also relations 
with this council.'' 
Hallgate said that the 
main purpose of the cam-
paign will be to attract 
media attention to the cut-
backs issue, which so far 
has been sparse. ''I spent 
three hours with a Colum-
bian reporter and all I got 
was 'Kevin Hallgate is a 
third year economics stu-
dent at Douglas College.''' 
Hallgate said all of the 
student society must play an 
active role in the campaign. 
''This is going to affect our 
studies and I am not going 
to go through this alone. I 
will pull out very quickly if 
the rest of the board is not 
behind me." 
Hallgate stressed that 
students outside the Student 
Society must get involved as 
well because cutbacks are 
one thing that affects every 
student. "We have to get 
students who are not in 
council involved.'' 
"Let'erripl" said Coquit-
lam chairperson Ian Mac-
donald as the meeting drew 
to a close. 
onion (D.C.). 
The first layer to go could 
be the Winslow campus of 
D.C., said Day. Next could 
oe the Maple Ridge Campus 
and some Adult Basic Ed-
ucation programming. Then 
the nursing program will be 
drastically cut back, as will 
the arts program, business 
programs and then the can-
cellation of summer school. 
"It ' s not just a scenario,' 
student society president 
Kevin Hallgate said, "No 
matter how many flowery 
phrases Bill Day has or how 
many eloguent expressions 
the government has, it is a 
fact. There will be cutbacks 
next year.'' 
Hallgate said, ''It is the 
worst bloody document I 
have ever seen. ' ' Hallgate 
accused the board of sit-
ting back and passively ac-
cepting the government re-
quest.'' 
Sandy Thompson, board 
member, said in response to 
Hallgate's accusation that 
''we are not a passive board 
and we will continue to fight 
cutbacks.'' 
Day defended the board's 
decision of going through 
with the governments re-
quest, saying, "To ignore 
directives is like throwing a 
towel in front of a raging 
bull." 
Jim Davies, faculty assoc-
iation Vice-President said 
that it is "absolutely in-
sane'' to provide this infor-
mation. "We have one of 
the best educational insti-
tutes in the world and it is 
absolutely insane to pas-
sively allow it to be dis-
membered like this." he 
said. 
Davies said the document 
will be a "self-fulfilling 
prophecy, and I'm for fight-
Ing.' · 
Day feels certain the in-
formation they are nr,ov:lc1Inl7 
the government is go-
ing to be used to defend the 
colleges against cutbacks. 
''The people in the Minis-
try of Education know there 
is a financial bind. They will 
be competing against other 
departments for dollars.'' 
Hallgate says the govern-
ment has other things in 
mind. "When the govern-
ment gets the document in 
their grubby little hands 
they are going to say ·that 
Douglas College can survive 
these cuts. This is Bill 
Bennett's idea of a balanced 
budget. ' ' 
Day says, ''If the worst 
happened this board would 
have the maximum control 
over the funds left.'' 
The basic operating mon-
~y given to the college is 
untaged, meaning that the 
college has power over how 
it is spent. About $1 million 
of the budget is designated 
by the government for spec-
ific programs. These pro-
grams are the ones that the 
board are going to cut back 
first. 
The Student Society and 
Faculty Association have not 
come up with any specific 
plans to oppose the cut-
backs, but Hallgate 
there will be a collab 
with the students and facul-
ty in opposing them. 
The Board will be making 
their decision on whether to 







EVERY MAN FOR HIMSELF 
. 7.00 at the NFB Theatre 
LETTER FROM MARUSIA. 
9.00 at the NFB Theatre 
1155 W. Georgia St. 
Last day to drop a course , 
challenge a course or 
change from credit to audit. 
Stopping the Arms Race. 
Dr. johnathan King at the 
First Baptist Church, 969 
Burrard, 8.00. 
The nuclear armed 81,000 
ton USS Ranger pulls into 
port to help Canada cele-
brate World Disarmement 
Week. 
The B-Sides play at Kwant-




Bud Luxford presents Seet 
Dick/Buddy Selfish and the 
Premium brew .. Regular price. 
Distinctive, satisfying taste. 
MOLSON BRADOR 
Melody Pimps at the Viking 
Inn. Prize for best costume. 
Tix at all the usual record 
stores. 
Hallowe'en· Benefit Mask-o-
raid-Nic Knabisco & Shread 
ed Wheats/Fred Terapy/54-
40 at Ukranian Hall, 805 E. 
Pender. Tix:. $5 at Theo-
dor's. Infor: 254-9578. 
Sun.l 
Nite Dreams on channel 10 
at 11. Vidio tape from 
... when you demand more from a· beer. 
Budstock 81 'the music that 
shapped a degeneration' 
will be presented. 
Mon.Nov.2 
ASTROLOGY SEMINARS at 
the Sheriton Villa, and Nov. 
4 at the Surrey Inn. Phone 
684-9625 for pre-reg info. 
$20.00 . 
MENS VOLLEYBALL at 
Queens Park Arenex from 5 
to 6 . ~0 p .m. 
The Badmonton Club meets 
at the Arenex from 5 to 6:~0 
p .m . 
The BADMONTON CLUB 
meets at the Arenex from 10 
am till 2 p.m. All Welcome . 
Tues.Nov.3 
WOMENS BASKETBALL at 
Winslow from 5:~0 to 7pm . 
And Thursday. 
WedNov.4 
Dr. JOHN MacLELLAN 
lectures on environmental 
allergies at the Douglas 
/R.C.H. Education Centre , 
260 Sherbrtooke St., Sap-
perton. Phone 522-2616 for 
pre-reg info. $20 .00. 
Other Press 
Thurs. Nov.5 
D .C.S .S. Meeting at the 
Meenting at the McBride 
Campus ... for more details 
see someone ast the Student 
Society Ofice . 
Other Ed 
Other Education 
So ya wanna be mellow ? 
There will be a series of 
free lectures and demon-
strations every Tuesday 
from 2-4 pm every Tuesday 
from October 20th through 
to November 24th in room 
415 . The firs t lecture will 
deal with Meditation in the 
Sufi (Islamic) tradition. 
Spor1s 




November 27- Curling Bon-
spiel (Location T.B.A.) 
December 4-Curling Bon-
spiel (location T.B.A.) 
Dance, Dance Dance 
November 27 - Dance 
Arenex 
December 11 - McBride -
Pub 
Body Count Up 
by Ian Hunter 
Douglas College is ahead 
of K wantlen College in the 
student body count, but only 
by a nose. 
An earlier report, printed 
in the student journalism 
paper the Kwantlen Com-
ment (formerly The Douglas 
Pinion), had put Kwantlen's 
enrollment way out in fron~ 
of Douglas College, how-
ever, a recent report by 
Douglas' Registrar, Andy 
Wilson, gives the college on 
hte north side of the Fraser 
102 more students. 
Dougla·s College's student 
enrollment for the fall sem-
ester is 3,212 compared to 
3,210 for Kwantlen. Both 
figures could still vary 
slightly. 
Despite Douglas College 
coming out on top, the final 
figure did prove a surprise 
to faculty and administra-
tion in ·both colleges as 
K wantlen enrollments were 
expected to suffer as a 
result of the division of the 
college last April. 
It is believed that Kwan-
tlen' s information campaign 
helped in pushing up the 
enrollments : That campaign 
included newspaper and ra-
dio advertising, bus bill-
boards, posters,, press re-
leases and mall displays. 
University transfer stu-
dents are the single largest 
component of the student 
population with a 1,148 en-
rollment, followed closely by 
an occupational and career 
population of 1,129. The 
rest are general · studies 
(753), unspecified programs 
(101) and ongoing programs 
(181). 
Last fall the combined 
number of students for 
K wantlen and Douglas was 
6,483. 
CFSBorn 
OTTAWA (CUP(,, On the 
eve of Federal government 
plans to reduce funding for 
post-secondary education, 
the Canadian student move-
ment has merged into a new 
structure with a new name. 
More than 130 delegates at 
a five -day conference of the 
National Union of Students 
( NUS) and the Association 
of Student Councils (AOSC) 
held the founding plenary of 
the Canadian Federation of 
Students, October 14th. CFS 
officially unites NUS, the 
political-lobbying organi-
sation, with AOSC*a 
student services group. The 
new Federation will also 
incorporate most of the 
provincial level student 
organisations, and each 
student council will partici-
pate in all levels through a 
single membership in CFS. 
Douglas College is a pros-
pective member in CFS. 
Douglas College student 
society Kevin Hallgate and 
New Westminster chair-
person May-Liz Vahi 
attended the conference. 
''I am extremely pleased 
with CSF," said Hallgate . 
''They have good people 
working for them and they 
have very good objectives." 
He added,'' I was not too 
impressed last year with 
BCSFor NUS." 
''The need has never been 
greater," said Mike McNeil, 
chairpctrson of the CFS 
Executave, at the opening 
McNeil said the 
activities of the new co-
alition in the next six 
months will shape the role 
of post-secondary education 
for ~;tudents in the coming 
years. 
The conference followed a 
year of preparation for 
the merging of the two nat-
ional organisations, after 
members of both voted to 
rid themselves of the over-
lap between the separate 
bodies. NUS and AOSC had 
shared conferences and 
resources throughout the 
past nine years 
The membership of each 
student union in CFS must 
be approved by students 
voting in referendum on 
each campus. Full members 
will pay a $4 per student 
membership fee each year 
to the Federation. John 
Doherty, Executive Officer 
of CFS, said student unions 
may become prospective 
members through a council 
vote, but must hold a 
campus referendum on full 
membership within three 
years. 
''After five years,'' said 
Martha Elliott, CFS Internal 
Co-Ordinator, "People are 
firming up their commit-
ment to build a unified 
student movement.'' 
The CFS plenary opened 
the conference, held at 
Carleton University, but 
both NUS and AOSC will 
continue to exist until all 
members pass referenda for 
CFS membership. 
A different Way of Doing Things 
by Dan Hilborn 
Student participation in 
the functions and organ-
ization of Douglas College 
will be substantially increas-
ed if a proposal by college 
president Bii Day is passed 
by the College Board. 
In a draft submitted to 
management, staff and 
faculty Oct. 27, Day recom-
mended that five students-
one each from the four 
.departmental divisions and 
one from the student society 
-be pla~ed on · the College 
EDucational Planning and 
Policy Commitee(CEPPC) 
plus one student society 
appointee onto the College 
Management Commitee 
(CMC). 
Under the proposal the 
organization of the college 
will br divided into two 
processes: management and 
governance. 
Governance will involve 
making recommendations 
on developing policy and 
assessing and advising on 
educational plans and policy 
for the B_oard while the 
management side will 
implement the board's 
decisions. The CEPPC will 
belong to the governance 
process while the CMC is in 
the management process 
According to Day his 
proposal is a 'cooperative 
model' for B.C. because 'it 
is very participative.' 
There are also being 
provisions. made for two 
student reps at the depart-
mental level, he said. 
One student society rep 
commented after skimming 
over the draft thatthere may 
be too many recommend-
ations for all of themmto be 
implemented. There are a 
total of 14 recommendations 
in the draft. 
Gerry Della· Matia, Dean 
of Student Services, said, 
'with this proposal we hope 
we've learned from the 
problems of the past.' 
The fina 1 draft v1ill be 
presented · to the College 
Board on Nov. 19 'All 
criticisms are gr~tefully 
accepted,' said Day 
ited Way Pub Night 
Friday November 9/BJ 
Winslow Site Cafeteria 
6:00P·M·-midnight 
Guess whosgoingto be pouring yow: Suds? It could be lhat Instructor 
that handed out the Big A? on yo,..midtenn, or it could be your friend on 
and ours, Yvoone, from &ginn Engineering Science, or possibly even our 
exalted leader, Mr. Day. 
Be sure to come and meet the Pub volunteers from the Faculty, Staff and 
Administration Departments at Douglas. We need your support. 
All proceeds go to the United Way Campaign. 
' ...... -.. ~ 
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This has been a really b i zz~re 
week a t t he Other Press. 
For t he ~irst time we had most 
of t h e copy in on t ime , we ha d 
a paid t ypes ett er, we had f ilm 
and we wer G goinc t o get more 
supplies . 
But t hen dissaster happ ~ned. 
Or di s s ast er a ft er d issast er s 
I ~hould say: our typesett er 
~Ult aft er only four hours, 
t~ere was no power on produc·!. 
t lon da y 3 0 ther e wa s no ~ay to 
put c ut a pa::>er, and I'Jhen we 
did cet the power bac k we :1:.1 d 
hardly any s t aff to out i t to-
get her. To t op it a li off ou~ 
t ypes tt er r an o ut of f ilm ~ ust 
a s w 2 ware stru~glin: to f in 
nish the ~h ing . Help. 
. 525-3542 
The Other Preas .is a democraticalJv-run, autonomus 
student newspaper published eight times a semester 
during the fall and spring terms under the auspices of 
The Other Publications Society. The Other Press is a 
member of Canadian University Press. 
The Other Prest news office is located at the back of 
Westminster campus cdeterla. Business 
!'llll)ne:5!5*5542. Our mailin.~ -address t. ·Box 25051 
·IJclftla:laa \,iG&Mfire New Weatmmater Britleh Columbia 
Other Press 
_Letters to the Editor 
More Dances 
LessSmuf 
TO ALL DOUGLAS 
COLLEGE STUDENTS: 
To all students who feel that 
they are not getting their 
money ' s worth from the 
entertainment offered by 
the DC Student Society: 
Presently, entertainment 
includes Pub Nights, Intra-
mural Sports and the 
occasional Dance . We are 
aware that these events are 
not suitable for everyone. If 
you have any suggestions or 
complaints regarding the 
social activities, please 
come to the Student Society 
office in the Cafeteria 
building on the McBride site 
and see me . If I'm not 
there, speak to one of the 
other student represent-
atives or leave a message 
for me, and I will get back 
to you as soon as possible . 
Naturally, the Student 
Society can' t make every-
body happy, but we'll do 
our best to represent every-
one's interests . 
After reading the October 
16 edition of The Other 
Press, I felt that the quality 
of the paper has improved. 
I was particularly 
distressed, though, when I 
read the poem,' 'Platonic 
Relationship." I thought it 
was m very poor taste. 
Several students have 
expressed to me similar 
feelings. I can't speak for 
the entire stqdent body, 
but this is not what I wish 
to read in a newspaper that 
I am paying for . 
Another suggestion that 
may further improve our pa 
paper is the deletion of 
swear words. I feel that they 
detract from the quality of 
the paper and there are 
other words that have a 
greater effect without 
offending anybody. Looking 




D .C . Student Society 
Censorship of poetry?? 
I appreciate that you recog-
nize that you cannot speak 
for the entire student body . 
All too often prople who 
lean towards cencorship do 
not realize that. Taste is an 
area that varies greatly from 
person along with intellect. 
could argue that 'Plato 
Relationship' is in o ... rl"''"'''' 
taste because it deals with 
an area that is particularly 
at the fore during a person's 
teens and twenties, in fact 
often for much more of a 
person's life . That area is 
the question of the apprp-
riate place of sexual 
relations in the rest of a 
person's life and how it 
integrates with other areas 
of human relations. The 
' What do we do now'!' 
phenomenon is one that 
many have experienced an 
many more will experience. 
If you have resolved for 
yourself the appropriate 
place of sexual expression in 
your life I applaud you. If, 
however, you find it an 
uncomfortable area to 
approach I question 
apparent suggestion 





' other Press 
"Mr. Bream scarcely needs more ~raise at this 
point for he has won all the encomiums in the 
book and still deserves them" 
NEW YORK TIMES 
''For all its popular appeal, the guitar is a 
difficult instrument. legato can be a problem, 
depth is elusive. Yet, Julian Bream achieved all 
of this and more in a sold-out concert last night 
at the Kennedy Center Concert Hall." 
WASHINGTON POST 
"The Jimmey Page of classical guitar ... a really 
good shit!" THE OTHER PRESS 
New ·Entertainment 
by Mike Yargeau 
I tell yal the Interurban 
Transit System is really 
trying to make busing a lot 
more enjoyable. The last 
three times I've been for-
tunate enough to catch one 
of those eluding vehicles, 
I've had the misfortune to 
have my semi-slumbered 
state jogged by a new form 
of entertainment. That is, 
the new class of drunks 
riding buses these days. 
You used to be able to 
ignore their drunken dribble 
and put up with their putrid 
polluting of the air you 
breathe with their barroom 
breath . Ha, hal But not 
anymore. 
This one drunk said he 
liked me because I was as 
big a bullshitter as he was. 
How did he know I was a 
bullshitter? If you read any-
more of thfs you'll see he 
was partially right. You see 
this guy had just finished 
explaining to me how he 
shot some kid in the leg 
with a . 38 for shooting 
starlings with a pellet gun . 
It made sense to me until he 
puked on my leg . 
Anyway, I'm not , and let 
me stre ss that , an anti-
alcoholic crusader. I get 
pissed as often as the next 
guy, but I don ' t go around 
getting sick on people . I 
usually stagger home (fall-
ing down all the way) or 
babble slurringly to some 
taxi driver who can't speak 
English and can only say a 
repetitive " That's OK" to 
my drunken concepts . 
This new breed of winos 
is quite something else. 
these guys not only like 
wine , but they hate them-
selves at the same time . It 
seems to me that these 
individuals tend to express 
this same self-condemnation 
in the same general way. 
Sometimes in the same 
manner as 35 year old 
rednecks, they hate kids! 
Speaking of kids, there 
always seems to be some 
little pipsqueak (if pips truly 
squeak) kid on the bus who 
gets off ridiculing these 
poor souls. No wonder they 
hate kids. It just amazes me 
why this particular drunk on 
this particular bus didn't 
take him and his friend's 
bottle of Lonesome Charlie 
and bash the kid over the 
head with it. Ahl but there ' s 
the rub, he'd be giving up 
his lifeblood. Well, so much 
for infamous drunken vio-
lence. 
The whole point of this 
journalistic endeavour was 
not , from the beginning an 
expression of the impact 
these drunks had on me, but 
more a commentary on the 
impact the sober world had 
on them. Which doesn't say 
much for the society we live 
in. Anyway, I'm sure they 
had a good time . Cheers I 
• ~ .. . ) • • f . ' Pag~· 5 
Wowman Druglas Colleg 
Dear Editor; 
Wowman, far out! I am 
real glad to see that the 
paper of an institute of 
higher education is turning 
on to what real KNOW, 
LUGE is all about. Some 
people try to say that mush-
rooms are bad for your head 
you know? But there rong. I 
know man. Like I'm 28 or 27 
or something, age doesn;t 
matter you know , it;t what 
upstairs that counts. I got a 
B .S. in biochemistry man 
and I know that hard 
knowluge cup doesn;t make 
it . Carlos Castenada knew 
what was going on. Psilocy-
bin is where it's at. Amanita 
muscaria too. That'& real 
KNOWLUGE. Like my old 
lady and I both do it. She's 
learning better .than me 
though. She flew accross the 
room last knight. Science 
sucks, it doesn't believe 
things like that. Even my 
dog got real Knowluge. I 
made him eat some psilocy-
bin man and he got cosmic 
consciousness and I haven't 
seen him since. It undomes-
ticated him man, just like 
me and my old lady, were 
getting back to nature. We 
don't even have to talk 
anymore. We telepathate. 
We even stopped getting it 
Numerouno 
in Mexico and 
in Canada. 
on. But were gin to have a 
kid anyways. Were goin to 
have it by neditation. Yup 
were just goin to sit to-
gether and have a kid by 
concentratin together. Far 
out hey! Were goin to name 
it rainbow. Mushrooms give 
you a real different point of 
view. Were get tin so far bck 
to nature that were going 
past being vegitareans, 
were startin to eat dirt and 
we fugure that we can soon 
eat nothin but real dirt like 
plants do and stand out in 
the rain and sun and stuff. I 
already tried it this spring 
but I got new monia. I guess 
that I'm not cosmic enough 
yet. I go to Douglas College 
you know. I'm taking Crim-
inolugy. Yeah I figure that I 
will become a probation 
officer when I can turn all 
the poor unfortunate kids 
that society dumped on on 
to the natural way and 
mushrooms and stuff. I fig-
ure that you got too change 
society from the inside you 
know. Violent revolushun 
don't work. I did some 
mushrooms last knight and 
my ally came and told me 
that God told him to tell me 
that I should say that violent 
reveloshun don't work be-
cause it isn't cool to kill 
TI.OUilA tAUZ&, t a 
people, you should turn the 
other cheek first but if the 
person still hits you or 
somethin th~ you beat hi.m 
up and tie him up ana the 
feed him some mushrooms 
and the he can talk to his 
own ally himself and he will 
know that hittin people is 
wrong. 
as a matter of fact I did 
some mushrooms this morn-
in and my ally is standin 
over in the corner right now 
Iaffin at me he is a funny 
lookin guy and he doesn ' t 
look the sam~ all the time 
right now he is werin sun-
glasses with rine stoones all 
over like Elto John and 
smokin a cigar and pickin 
his toenails with a bannnan-
anna . he sort of furry like a 
teddy ber. Oh wow man he 
is goin to get it on with my 
old lady. wow wow man now 
were really goin to get a 
cosmic kid. far out hes tellin 
me to join in so i gotta go 
now I hope this letter will 
tell all yur readers that 
mushrooms is okay and 
good for yur head like I said 
not like the establishment 
tell yu because they want 
yoo thinkin like them so that 
they can expoyte yu. Bye. 
Moon unit 
HECHO EN MEXICO ,.UTfNTK".AS 
H-Biock deaths-and 
The "Cival War" in Ireland is probably more 
socio economically based than anything else, so 
that removing the British troops would be 
immaterial to the actual solution. What is 
relevant is the lengths to which this war 
reaches, from the "kitchen-sink drama" of 
missing buses to the grisliness of the H-Biock 
hunger strike. There iii also the question of 
sympathies:does a free Ireland necessarily 
equal a new regime of the IRAl 
Religion and n~tionality become the lowest of 
priorities when the bloodbath is already on its 
wav. 
In early October ot this year, the Irish Republi-
can Army (IRA) prisoners in Northern Ireland's 
Long Kesh prison ended their hunger strike, 
which had started last March. After the deaths 
of ten guerrillas , the most recent being Micky 
Devine, who died on August 21st, the an-
nouncement of surrender was made by Sinn 
Fein, the political branch of the IRA. Not all of 
the participants in the strike died, in fact , there 
were seven who had to abandon the fast. The 
ten who died have become inevitable martyrs to 
the Republican cause, although it seems they 
died for naught. 
There is a war in Ireland, and never mina 
whether it is in the North or tne .:>outh; it is a 
total war. What people seem to remember most 
clearly about the events which lead to the 
hunger strikes is that the Irish still have 
resentment towards the British government's 
administration in Ulster, and that Oliver 
Cromwell , the ghost of conquests past, has 
been reincarnated into the British parliament. 
In one foul swoop, the entire Republican move-
ment can be discredited and disregarded on the 
basis of time. Ireland, however, is the last 
colony, and Margaret Thatcher has as much 
said that Britain will never relinquish its 
control. To discredit republicanism with over-
SimplificatiOn is a complete disregard for the 
human loss and suffering, which both the 
Loyalist/Protestant and Republican/Catholic 
factions can attest to. I believe that it is possible 
to find sympathy for Irish people and their 
cause, without actually condoning their vio-
lence. I would even venture to say that the 
British are not the only oppressors; the 
prisoners who starved in H-Block were pawns of 
the IRA, and ·just as much victims of terrorism 
as were many other unfortunate people whose 
paths collided with bomb-impregnated auto-
mobiles or cross-fire. 
There are at least nine Republican organiza-
tions throughout Ireland, and an equal number 
for the Loyalists, who ·are centred in the North. 
The British Army has a soecial unit called the 
Ulster Defence kegiment (UDR), which works 
closely with the lOcal security forces, such as 
the Royal Ulster Constabulary. Not all of the 
Loyalist"armies" are British per se; many are 
vigilante in theory and practice (The _ U~ste~ 
Freedom Fighters, Ulster Defence Association) 
with similar tactics as the IRA. The Irish Repuo-
lican Army are an independent entity, although 
there have been major divisions which created 
new collectives. The IRA are often called 
Provos, mean provisional, and ·most of their 
military action is directed at the British 
Occupation troops and the UDR. Closely 
alligned with the Provos are Sinn Fein/The 
Republican Movement -- the distinction of 
SF /RM is that the Official Sinn Fein does not 
s~pport political prisoner status, the Provos' 
military campaign, and are more of a Unionist 
kind of political party. As well, there are 
committees which deal with very specific issues, 
such as H-Block prisoners, who have support 
from various larger l{roups. 
The majority of politu:al Republican groups are 
Leftist, usually Marxist, and call themselves 
Socialist, so that it becomes a matter of degrees 
of extremity: there are always rumours that 
the Soviet Union supplies arms to the IRA, and 
there are almost always "grains of truth" in 
most rumours. 
The official publication of the Republican 
movement is An Phoblacht/Republican News, 
published simultaneously in Belfast and in 
Dublin. The weekly paper gives intense 
coverage of bombings, demonstrations, and 
other wartime news, but also deals with more 
personal aspects of life in Ireland. One issue 
had a feature story on glue-sniffing amongst 
youth, and another story about Irish history, a 
nostalgic piece about the roots of nationalism. 
As well, there is always one article written 
Gaelic, and a "What's On" guide to demon-
strations, film showings, and fund-raising 
events . There is obviously more exposure for 
the nationalist cause in the south, the reason 
being the Catholic majority, so that it is difficult 
to find out more about the Loyalists, if one so 
desires. Outside the General Post Office in 
Dublin, there are always people selling An 
Phoblacht and political paraphernalia, or hold-
ing vigils for H-Block prisoners. The GPO has 
historical significance for the Irish, as in 1916, 
after the Easter Rising, the Irish Volunteers 
claimed Dqplin as the capital of the new Irish 
Republic (t"ire),with a parliament being estab-
lished during the next five years. 
the IRA has never recognised the government 
of Eire, because its charter did not include the 
six counties in Ulster, consequently Eire's 
attempts of relative co-operation with the 
British government have not gone over well 
with much of the North or South, and the new 
president, Garret FitzGerald, is seen as a 
"sell-out". There is more solidarity between 
the North and the South than one might 
imagine although the South has always been 
This article is partially 
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very secular and conservative, in fact, the 
anti-IRA laws in the Republic are much stricter 
than in Northern Ireland. But, there are just as 
many demonstrations in Dublin as there are in 
Belfast, and they are quite well-attended. 
It is important to .understand that the 
demonstrations were not necessarily pro-IRA, 
very few are, but rather anti-British occupation 
a.nd anti-H-Block. The H-Blocks are the sections 
in Long Kesh (often called Ma~e) prison where 
IRA prisoners are kept, often without proper 
trials. The trials which determip.e guilt are 
called Diplock Courts, named after the British 
Lord who devised them. Conviction could be 
made on confessions, although the confessions 
were often extracted through torture and 
blackmail -- the process was, and still is, quite 
fully supported by the British government. 
The prisoners, prior to September, 1976, had 
"political prisoner status," which gave them 
different rights than ordinary criminals. This 
status has been revoked, and the prisoners in 
H-Block organised various protests in response 
to the change in policy, as denial of that status 
was an indication that their struggle in Ulster 
was not taken seriously. The prisoners would 
not wear uniforms, only blankets (hence the 
name "Blanketmen") would not participate in 
manual labour, and would not comply with the 
sanitation rules in their cells (The "Dirty 
Protest"). There was a short hunger strike last 
year which was settled in December, but the 
Blanketmen and the Dirty Protest are still 
active. The settlement for the latest hunger 
strike recognises some of the prisoners' 
demands: free association (allowed for limited 
periods of t~e_ o~y2, no work (recreation and 
educ~ti~n_ faci!!_ti~s_ are ~eing ~J?.CO!J>Orated), no 
juniforms (street clothes are permitted), al-
though actual political prisoner status is still 
revoked. 
Like most civil wars, the "troubles" have been 
absorbed into the lives of all Irish people. As a 
woman from Belfast told me, "The disturbances 
caused by bomb scares mean that a few buses 
will be re-routed or late, and that ' s the 
imm~diate reality. Oh, sure, you're out .shop-
ping and suddenly the Brits are there, and you 
.know that there ' s real bullets in their guns, and 
that they may be pointed at you.'' 
The hunger strike helped to revive interest in 
Ireland, although the protest was also a 
desperate bid for attention for the prisoners 
themselves . Moments of recognition for ~com ­
mon criminals " , who believe themselves prison-
ers of war. 
Before his imprisonment, Bobby Sands was an 
apprentice auto-mechanic. Many of the other 
strikers were, prior to their convictions, 
unemployed. Unemployed people are generally 
considered failures in some sense, regardless of 
their efforts at securing work. Those young men 
who join the IRA are often very poor and/or not 
well-educated. The same could be said, perhaps 
to a lesser degree of the young men who join 
the British Army (opportunities are relatively 
better in Britain than in Ireland, because of the 
li,ving conditions). Even if all those young men 
die in battle, nobody can ever say that t-hey 
were failures. They have completed their 
missions a little earlier than they planned, but 
they will be heroes in their own right, and each 
will own a place in history. 
There is very little doubt, however, that 
should Britain withdraw its troops, the IRA and 
the more radical Irish National Liberation Army 
. (INLA), would do incredible amounts of 
damage·. The fact that the IRA has existed tor 
~o long with few significant gains seems to 
suggest that perhaps they have some need to 
fight, to antagonise the British. But, bombing 
discos and restaurants in English cities is 
inexcusable killing, and politically suicidal. 
The IRA are a very small handful of active 
guerrillas, although they gain a great deal of 
financial and supplementary support from 
citizens. The Irish Republican Army is certainly 
no solution, but neither is the Loyalist 
Qamnation of the Catholic minority. The British 
are still intruders and the Irish are theoretically 
justified in defending their homeland, and 
during the H-Block demonstration after Micky 
Devine's death, I felt relieved that it took place 
in Dublin and not Belfast. The tension in the 
South is quite enough for any foreigner to 
handle, and to perhaps get some small glimpse 
of the seriousness of "the troubles." 
... 
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WanenLaine 
The Peking Opera 
Theatre troupe from the 
Peoples Republic of China is 
returning to Vancouver next 
month for a five day en-
gagement at the Queen 
Elizabeth Theatre. 
L-ast here in 1979, the 
troupe will play seven per-
formances from Tuesday 
November 3 to Sunday No-
vember 8. 
Don't be scared off by the 
word opera; Pavorotti this is 
not! The Peking Opera is a 
dazzling display of acro-
batics, music, singing, dan-
cing, and colourful costumes 
which is second to none in 
the world of opera. 
There are 70 performers 
in the troupe, all graduates 
of China's Theatre Institute, 
having a repertoire of 100 
operas. Some of these are 
very ideological but the 
operas performed in the 
west are of traditional Chin-
ese tales which are both 
exciting and interesting. 
The performers dress in 
the traditional Chinese cos-
tumes made up of flowing 
robes, high headdresses, 
with colourful accessories. 
Swords, banners, and masks 
are used by the performers 
throughout the opera. The 
make-up is done in ex-
aggerated style, unique to 
Chinese Theatre. 
The opera is performed in 
Mandarin Chinese; justice 
would not be done to it if it 
were done in English. Man-
darin is a very musical 
language and when used in 
the opera it comes out very 
melodic but extremely high 
pitched. 
The program this year 






lJllian Bream November 
11th at the Orpheum. 
The Jimmy Page of class-
ical guitar is coming to town 
For those poor, uncultured, 
folks to whom the Whalley 
Lanes are their pinacle of 
high society, J. B. is an 
English guitarist and lute-
nist with over thiry records 
under his belt (big belt). 
Many classical guitarists 
have followed his style, and 
for anyone remotely inter-
ested in classical guitar, 
Bream is a must. 
Be there or be uncult-
ured.Phone VTCfor more 
information and tickets. 
by Ian Hunter 
First Fall Folk Festival 
Fundraising, Fandango and 
Extravaganza. November 
14th 7. 30 Orpheum 
Folkies unite! If you've 
missed the past four Van-
couver Folk Festivals fear 
not I There will be more but 
right now the Vancouver 
Folk :festival Society is a 
little short of money so they 
are holding a benifit. 
'' ~ benifit '', you say 
''like wbere you give money 
away to a cause." Yep. But 
that's not all. Some of best 
folk musicians in Canada 
will be there including Bim, 
String Band, Ferron, Connie 
Kaldor and David Sereda. 
Bim, known for his high 
voice and coke bottle glass-
es,has four albums out, 
several TV appearences be-
hind him and works great 
solo or with a full rock band. 
STRINGBAND, probably 
the most well known and 
certainly the best folk group 
in Canada, is 'known for the 
variety and quality of their 
work. From women's liber-
ation, Show us the Length) 
to political comentary, 'Mail 
Sortin Man) this group does 
it all. 
ventures of the Monkey 
King, which is a humorous 
piece from an ancient Chin-
ese story, and two mixed 
programs which include 
short plays from Chinese 
folklore. 
The opera was sold out on 
all nights last time it played 
here, and will probably do 
the same this year. If you 
are interested in attending 
you should buy your tickets 
this week. Check your daily 
paper for show times and 
dates. Tickets can be pur-
abased at all VTC outlets. 
FERRON pushed her way 
into the Vancouver folk 
scene three years ago. 
She financed, produced, 
and recorded her ffrst three 
albums. She then sold them 
from the back of her station 
wagon.Her songs, are hard, 
sensitive and driving. She 
has been comparred to Bob 
Dylan and J oni Mitchel but 
so far has shown no com-
mercial potential though her 
first two albums sold out 
and her third album has 
sold 10,000 copies so far. 
She alone is worth the price 
of admission. 
Pied Pair are probably 
Vancouvers most well 
known folkies. Sheri Ulric 
used to be with them as 
Pied Pumpkin. Though Ulric 
was a great loss to the band, 
Joe Mock and Rick Scott 
$till has any crowd they play 
before dancing in the aisles. 
CONNIE KALDOR be-
came a minor hero at the 
1980 folk festival, for her 
song JERKS with a capital J 
'Haaaay Baby' .She sings 
everything from humourous 
anecaotal songs to sensitive 
love ballads. 
DAVID SEREDA is a local 
singer/songwriter who has 
performed regularly at the 
Soft Rock Cafe in Skits. 
Phone the Vancouver Folk 
Music Society for more in-
formation and tickets. 
Resting in a billet 
just behind the line) 
Even tho' we're parted 
Your lips are close to mine; 
You wait where that lantern 
softly gleams) 
Your sweet face seems) 
to haunt my dreams 
My Lili of the lamplight) 
My own Lili Marleen. 
Lili Marleen 
by Lina Meagher 
Fassbinder's latest film, 
Lili Marleen) is not another 
run of the mill wartime 
story. Hanna Schygulla 
plays Willi, a beautiful Ger-
man woman who makes her 
living singing American 
burlesque songs in Zurich, 
Switzerland. Willi is in love 
with Robert Mendelsson 
(Giancarlo Giannini) a man 
who is invloved in helping 
Jews get out of Germany. 
Willi cuts a record with the 
song Lili .marleen. It is a 
simple sailors shanty that is 
heard by soldiers of every 
background. willi becomes 
famous. The love story is 
not overdone like many Hol-
lywood productions. the ele-
ments of espionage aren't 
as far-fetched as those in 
James Bond movies. this 
film isn't something young 
western tastes are generally 
used to though it is of the 
same calibre as ''the Tin 
Drum''. 
For a different perspec-
tive of the war years, catch 
Lili Marleen at the Ridge 
Theatre while it is still 
playing. 
Town Bloody Hall 
by Perry Obidinski catch Mailer's hilarious ex-
pressions of defeat as the 
Town Bloody Hall is a feminists further harangue 
thought provoking film ab- him. Mailer's sexist res-
out the Women's Liberation ponses lead to his defeat. 
Movement. Filmed in the The women disagree only 
New York city hall in 1971, once, on a misquotation of 
the film is as relevent today Freud. 
as it was then. Town Bloody Hall is a 
Novelist Norman Mailer movie worth seeing. It com-
debates with critic Diana hines humour and insight 
Trilling and three fem.inists about a serious issue. It's 
(Jacqueline Ceballos, Jill not a recreational movie. 
Johnston and Germaine The setting is inclusive to 
Greer) before a large audi- the hall, making it rather 
ence, most of whom are dry, and the sh aren't 
New Yorks literary people. the greatest, so it can get 
Johnston spoke ab.out 'all boring if interest is lost. 
women being lesbians and One does gain a greater 
all men being homosexuals understanding of the femin-
except those who don't ist movement, and an aw-
know it,' and proceeded to areness of the many areas 
hug and kiss a liberated women feel pressured. 
lesbian. Produced and directed by 
Mailer replied 'men have D.A. Pe~nebaker and Chris 
everything women have and Hegedus and Edited by 
~.ore. Thunderbolts of crit- Chri~ Hegedus, this movie 
ICISm rattled the hall. is a documentary and should 
The camera zooms m to be viewed as such. 
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Moss gathers at Kin dome 
by Greg Heakes 
What went on in the 
Kingdome Oct. 14, 15 was 
not just an ordinary concert. 
It was a piece of rock and 
roll history. 
In what could very well be 
their last tour of North 
America , the Rolling Stones 
dis bed -out a Jrealthy blend 
of new and old tunes in 
front of two sold out Seattle , 
Wash. shows. 
The tour marked the first 
time the Stones have played 
in Seattle since 1975. 
In the only interview giv-
en by Jagger during his stay 
in Seattle, AP reporter, Pat-
rick Connolly, was lucky 
enough to recognize Jagger 
during an elevator ride from 
the press box to ground 
level. He asked Mick if the 
rumours about this being 
their last North American 
tour are true. 
''I don't think so. If 
enough people keep coming 
to the concerts, we'll keep 
playing them," said Jagger 
denying the reports. 
The tour also marked the 
beginning of a new era for 
the Stones. One that solidi-
fied the membership of their 
newest full time trooper, Ron 
Wood. 
Wood was critized heavily 
during the last tour for his 
lack of effort on guitar solos. 
His laziness and bad habits 
can probably be traced back 
to his early days with the 
Faces who enjoyed a succ-
essful, but shakey career. 
Even though Wood has 
been with the band for six 
years he has never been 
able to crawl out of the 
shadows of Mick Taylor, 
Keith Richards and Brian 
Jones. 
"To me, Ronnies keeping 
together the idea of the 
Stones sound that Brian and 
I had. He has an instinctive 
feel for what Brian and I 
originally worked out as far 
as the guitars and the music 
go.Siamese twins -- there is 
just one guy, he's got four 
arms. That's the way I like 
to feel about it.'' said Keith 
Richard in a pre-tour inter-
view with Rolling Stone 
magazine. 
Woods guitar solos on 
Beast of Burden and Lean 
on Me were great and 
hopefully it is an indication 
that he is maturing into a 
fine live performer. But his 
uneasiness with the huge 
crowd was apparent during 
the early stages of the 
second show. At one point 
during an invitation to do a 
solo he stepped back out of 
the spotlight and looked to 
Jagger for support. Jagger 
gave him a sink or swin look 
and Wood proceeded to 
blast out a spine-chilling 
solo. 
The band seemed to reach 
their peak during Honky 
Tonk Woman but from then 
on they just seemed to go 
through the motions includ-
ing a foul encore of Satis-
faction. 
Jagger's mood changed 
drastically during the song 
as he· turned hostile towards 
the crowd throwing back the 
bouquet of flowers that 
someone tossed onstage. 
One wonders if he doesn't 
get sick of doing those old 
vavourites that everybody 
asks for. 
Whether he's singing a 
slow You Can't Walways 
Get What You Want or a 
fast Shattered Jagger knows 
he's got the audience in the 
palm of his hand and even 
he seems confused by it. 
His timing and stage pre-
sence are so strong that 
people will do anything to 
get his attention. One fern-
male fan took the liberty of 
disrobing during the first 
Seattle show throwing her 
clothes off the Srd balcony. 
During their opening per-
formance in Philidelphia a 
group of women striped to 
the tune of Under My 
Thumb. 
Keith Richards was equal· 
ly impressive on stage as he 
resembled a jungle soldier 
posied for combat. While 
Jagger and Woods danced 
around making full use of 
the 80 foot ramps. Richards 
band. 
In the past Jagger has 
always been known for his 
tamina but at !18 the wear 
and tear of the life of rock 
and roller is beginning to 
$how. After the first show 
he was so exhausted that by 
the time the band reached 
their hotel room at the 
Edgewater Inn, Jagger had 
to be helped from the car to 
his room. The big questions 
is just how much longer can 
he go on. 
Takes Flight 
Wings is a story of stug-
gle. Not the struggle of the 
workers in Poland, not the 
struggle of a starving poet 
striving for recognition, nor 
is it that of an athlete 
sprinting that last fifty 
yards. Wings is the struggle 
of those to whom each step 
is a mile and each word a 
speech. The heroine could 
be your grandmother or a 
close friend after an acci-
dent. It is the struggle to 
regain control of mind and 
body after a stroke. 
Frances Hyland plays 
Emily Stilson, an ex-aviat-
ress suffering from a stroke. 
From the first moment of 
the play we see, through her 
~yes, the confusing, horrify-
ing world of ambulances, 
hospitals, moving square 
rooms and people asking 
What is your name, Mrs. 
Stilson, what is your 
name1" 
We experience with her 
the frustration of grasping 
for simple words and lost 
memories. The rest of the 
cast play a supporting role, 
both in the literal and actual 
sense of the word. They are 
adequate. The set is simple 
but effective, its sparseness 
adding to the general feel--
ing of isolation and surreal-
ism we get from Mrs . 
Stilson's odd ramblings. 
One comes out of the play 
understanding better the 
struggle that stroke victims 
go through. The play also 
makes one very gla~ to be 
sane, and whole, and alive. 
Wings till Nov. 14th at the 
Vancouver Playhouse 
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~-,iJ 
STUDENTS willing to share their space 
and be a bigger brother or sister to 
older teenagers (16 to 18 yrs) in the 
care of Human Resources, for a fee, 
WANTED· 
If you are a mature student interested in helpin 
a teenager towards independance, and help 
defray your living expences at the same time 
Call Ann Rieger or the intake worker at 
Come to Kaiser Country. 
It's the RN's choice in Southern California. 
A Kaiser RN enjoys a range of choices and lifestyles like no one else - and 
from nine different vantage points in Southern California. From the city to 
the suburbs, from the Hollywood stars to the San Diego surf. 
You can choQse from a wide range of specialties, educational opportunities, 
100% employer paid health plan coverage or variable compensat ion plans 
and a great deal more. Plus the freedom to move into mult i·directional 
career alternatives and to transfer amongst our nine facilities with no loss in 
seniority . Day Shift Salary Range For Staff RN's $19,500-$23,800. There is 
licensure endorsement required between Canadian and California RN 's. 
Find out more. Because there's more to life than your profession, and more 
to your profession than you may know in Kaiser Country. 
Stop by our booth at the Toronto Nursing Job Fair, Har-
bour Castle Hilton, February 18·20. If yo&qe unable to 
attend the event, we will be available for local Interviews 
by appointment. For more information, Call COLLECT 
(213) 667·8928, Jan Wuori, RN, Regional Director, RN Re-
cruitment, 4747 Sunset Blvd., Leis Angeles, CA 90027. 
Equal Opportumty Employer MIF 
KAISER 
PERMANENTE 
Ill f. OI(. Al ( A At P~QGAAW 





. . . you 're on the Provincial Voter 's List. 
To have the rig fit to choose , 
you have to register to vote. 
It's easy. Just contact your nearest 
Registrar of Voters or Government Agent. 
But don 't put it off. Do it today. 
And have a choice in tomorrow. 
Varsity Christian Fellowship 
MONDAY Nov 2nd 12noon·Rn 107 
You are invited to see the first in a series of films 
"WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO THE HUMAN RACE" 
produced by Frances Schaefer of lahri Switzerland. 
(1) Truth and History. 
Colour-% hour presentation followed by disscussion 
ffi Province of 





TO ~ IN THE COAL MINES OF COLORADO 
IN 1q13 WAS TO WORK IN HELL. THE MINE 
OWNERS DECIDED THAT IT WAS CHEAPER TO 
REPlACE A DEAD ~ IN.UR£D MINER WITH A 
NEW GJE RATHER THAN PAY FCQ SAFETY 
MAJrf ~S "MOTHER• JONES, _A 
HARD-FIGHTING 82-VEAR-OLD 
O~A~IlER FOR THE UNITED 
MINE WORKERS ADDRESSED 
THE MINERS CX'J 'SEPTEMBER 15. 
PRECAUTIONS. IN 1<l13 
AL.ON£, 464 MINERS 
WERt KILLED ~ 
SEVERELY INJURED 
IN THE COLORADO 
MINES. IN SEJ'W1BER, 
1<m ~OF THE 
11,00o SOUTHERN 
COLORADO MINERS 
~NT ON STRIKE. THE 
STRIKERS AND THEIR 
FAMILIES GATHERED 
AT ... 
WITH ~R COMING, 
THE~ SET UP TENT 
CITIES FCQ Tl£ Ha-1E -
LESS STRIKERS. ONE 
WAS AT THE TINY 
HAMlET OF LUPLOW 
MEANwHILE. BOTH SIDES N<MED. THE 
COLrnADO FUEL ~ IJl>N CO. SPENT 
$30,000 ON ARMS FOR ITS GUARDS. 
THE~, ON THE ~lNG if .APRIL 
20, 1q14, MILITIA BULLETS TOR£ 
~ROOGti lHE TENTS OF THE 
LUDL().,J ENCAMPMENT. 
THE UNlON DISTRIBUTED A 
FEW RIFLES. TH£ ca..cRAOO 
FUEl f I~ Ca-1PANY 
(OWNED PN JGIN D. 
ROCKEFELLER JR., NELSON'S 
lW>) Bi.JILT A II DfATH 
SPECIAL~ AN ARMOURED 
CAR EOOPPED WITH A 
L,OO-SHOT PER MINUTE 
M.ICHINE GUN. AMA5SED 
AGAINST THE STRIKERS 
AND THEIR FAMILIES 
WERE COMPANY GU«\RDS. 
HIRED DETECTIVES, 
SHERRIFF'S DEPUTIES. 
AND THE STATE MILITIA, 
A REAL TRIGGER-HAPPY 
GROUP. 
THAT EVE:NIN& SllDIERS SWEPT THROOGH THE TENT 
CQONY POURING KEROSENE ON THE TENTS AND 
SETTING THEM ALIGHT WITH FLAMING BROOMS. IN 
THE MORNING, WORKERS CAME K.Pfi)S THE BODIES 
Of 1\.10 ~EN AND 11 CHIL~EN WHO HAD HIDDEN 
IN A TRENCH BUILT BENEATH A TENT. THEY HAD 
SUFFOCATED WHEN THE TENT Bl.AAED. 
THAT BROUGHT TO 2S THE MJMBER ~STRIKERS 
~D£RED THAT OAY. ltiE ENRAGED MINERS Ccx.NTER-
ATTACK£0 SOLDIERS ALONG A 40-MILE FRONT. 
Tif STRIKERS WANTED AN 8-t-OJR 
DAY, RECOONITION OF THEIR UNION., 
A 10"/o WAGE HIK£ (THEY 'WfR£ 
BEING PAID 50 CENTS FOR 
~ Of COAL THEY BlnJGHT 
iHE RIGHT NOT TO HAVE TO SHOP 
AT THE CCl1PAMi STORES, AND 
THE ENf~EMENT OF THE STATE 
SAfETY LAWS. AT 1HIS TIME., MINE 
CNNERS WOOLD ONlY PRCNIOf VENT-
ILATION WHEN TH£ DUST GOT 
SO THICK TH£R MU.ES COULD M1r 
SEE WELL ENOOGH TO HAUL CCW. 
TO TH£ SURFACE. 
" I; f\ t 
, ""' 
; ·,. I ,~: 
BRIG. GEN. JOHN CHASE OF TI-l£ ~TI~­
AL 00\RD SLASHED OPEN A 
DEMONSTRATOR'S HEAD WITH HLS OWN 
SWORD. ENRAGED STRIKERS LATER 
BESIEGED M MINES, KILLING 10 
GUARDS AND DEPUT1E5. 
FOR 10 DA'IS. THE MINERS SET 
FIRES TO MINING COMPANY BUILDINGS 
AND DROPPED DYf\41\MITE 00\t/N 
MINE SHAFTS. BUT B'/'THE END 
OF THE VEAR, IHE'i KNEW THff 
'WERE BEATEN. MOTHER .)ONES 
TOLD A NEW YORK .AUDIENCE 1HAT 
M UtJIQ\1 HAD LOST BECAUSE IT 
''HAD ONLY THE CONSTITUTION. IHE 
OTHER SIDE HAD THE BA't'ONETS." 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, READ "THE 
GREAT CO.ALFIELD WAA," B'f GECRGE 
MCGOJERN ,AND LEONARD GUTTRID&E, 
AND THE DECEMBER. '1q ISSUE OF 
t-mH£R JONES MAGA11N£. ALSO, foR 
$150, 'fOO CAN Gff. "C~ffiRAT[ CRIM£ 
COMICS *1" FROM KITCHEN SINK ENT. 
\JELL, All -ruiS AB0JT KIDS 
BEING KILLED B'/ GOV£RNt-4ENT 
TlmPS AND STUFF SOUNDS 
/ PRETIY Al,f'U.~ BUT EVEN 
e THQlt;H 1HE SAME PAAASITES 
AAE 5T/ll IN POWER IODA'f, 
WE DID 5£1 UP A MONtxvlENT 
FOR THE STRIKERS. IT') STILL 
THERE, jUST ClT INTERSTATE 
25 IN COLORADO. 
Otherthan Poetry RevieW 
Poem by Alex Kazuk 
in thP- evening rain feU closing its eyes 
Tv lie doum on warm stone and fiddle UJith grr.JBS, 
FrMn headless mounta~'ns feU, 
FeU from heights that wUl not speak, 
Sew;ons, am/Jdtitude. theyfaU back ~n the mind, 
Wearily they jWat a delirium of-red skies 
Glaring on snow, skies seedy, skies pit black, 
AU fade in soft storm.. No time ruling between. 
They slip away from each other and from me, 
Falling where my life was and iB. 
My moles claws nave lYroken the corn£r-stone. 
Mountains have throum their hair over their heads. 
They comb it with Doug 1m3 fir. The rain smiles to itself 
Sea$ons sundered from themselves. No wm:ds in the end. 
And no poems. Keepsakes. A picture, a button · 
A willow leal withered around a pebble. 
They fly up like soaked sheets of newspaper. .. 
Blurred headlines of lost love. 
Drawing byKathyNorril3h 
Review Editor : Jody Gilbert 
Reader: Alex Jones 
SELECTIONS FROM THIS 
AND FUTURE OTHER 
THAN POETRY REVIEWS 
ARE GOING TO BE 
PUBLISHED IN BOOK 
FORM IN JANUARY. 
Breaking Time 
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